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THESIS CLAIMS

Let voids be voids.
The city has been robbed, blighted and scared.
Let nature take its course,
Something can be made out of the nothing
Detroit’s complicated history of corruption, racial tensions and economic decline have made
conventional strategies for growth, repopulation
and infill inadequate for dealing with ongoing and
overwhelming urban vacancy. Dealing with voids
within shrinking cities have been difficult because
it lies outside the existing experience and vocabulary of urban planning, architecture and socioeconomics. Our thesis explores the potential of voids
within a blighted city. We recognize the value in
intentionally keeping voids as voids in a city and
allowing the built environment to take a step back
and allowing “nothing” to take its place.
re-TREEting DETROIT

What is the current conditions of these voids?
How do we make use of it without erasing it? How
can we revisit ideas of a city that embraces its existing voids? How do cities retreat and reorganize
in a productive ways? What agency does design
have in a void, if any at all?
We do not distinguish between ‘nature’ and ‘urban’ because our understanding of nature has
always derived from our relationship with it. We
choose to understand nature, not as something
that is pristine and untouched- but rather something that grows out of human intervention and
has productive value.
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Our aim is to prioritize productive landscapes
that allow for ecologies to have their own agency without the need to rely on funds and maintenance by the city. This primarily includes forests
and forest farms. The introduction of these new
types of landscapes would then generate new
uses and urban conditions out of the tension generated between the city the forest.
We propose a framework for new urban landscape for future Detroit, about 50 to 100 years
from now. The framework would allow for flexibility and versatility in land use over time. The frameworks goal is to reorganize the city into healthier
neighborhoods that ultimately favor active landscapes over density.

Nolli Map of Rome 1748
Source: mapdesign.org

Rome 2019
Source: Google Earth

Disintegration of Detroit

Detroit: Rise and Fall

(Top)

Fuel Crisis

1950

Detroit files for bankrupcy

2000

2010
Big 3 collapse

Detroit is an extreme example of a shirinking city,
a condition seen in many postindustrial cities
in the US and in Europe. As in most cities with
shrinking populations, the effects can be clearly
seen in the urban fabric. It can be seen over time
how the structure and density of the city begins
to disintegrate over time at different scales.

Mayor Kwame Kilpatrick resigns

City spent $ 25 million on removal of abandoned structures

1990

Fuel Crisis

1980

Milliken v. Bradley Decision
Renaissance Center opens

1970

1967 Race Riot

1960

Civil Rights Movement

World War 2

1950

Peak Population

1940

Detroit Race Riot of 1943

1930

1920

1900

1910

First Assembly line
Start of Great Migration

Henry Ford founded Ford Motor Company

1890

Annexing of surrounding townships begins

1870

(Right)

1880

The Great Depression

Cities expand and contract overtime, a phenomenon that can be traced back to Rome after the fall
of the Roman Empire. Rome in the 16th century
as seen in Nolli’s map is re-treated with the landscape dominating the majority of the area within
the walls. We situate this act of contraction and
domination of landscape as a strategy for shirking cities like Detroit.
1860

1850

1840

BAC KG RO U D
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1960

1969

2014

Parc de Villette by OMA
Source: OMA.eu

Le Corbusier’s Plan of Chandigarh
Source: lanslab.wordpress

(Top)

Key Readings

The Parc de Villet project by OMA becomes a reference point for us. The landscape and its nature
become part of the program. Landscapes are understood as active surfaces in this project with
different trees and vegetation starting to define
areas and programs.

As connotated by Doreen Massey in her essay
“Landscape as A Provocation”: Nature can be

temporal, experimental, negotiated and formed
by trajectories such as time, space and politics.
This essay helped us situate the potentials of
landscapes as a place of events and in its temporal qualities.

(Right)
We also look to Le Corbusier’s plan of Chandigarh in its use of landscape as lungs to the city
with the leisure valley acting as a core of civic
interest.

re-TREEting DETROIT

Charles Waldheim in essay “Weak Work: Andrea
Branzi’s “Weak Metropolis” and the Projective
Potential of an “Ecological Urbanism” writes on
Branzi’s exploration of adaptive urbanism and fluidity of the city. Particularly it helped us situate
the capacity of a city to be reversible. evolving
and provisory within the govornance of ecological urbanism and the autonomy of nature.
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Janah Susskind in “Detroit a Forested History”
revisits the cultural and historical significance of
forests and trees in Detroit. The idea of a forest
is not new to Detroit, as historically the territory
of Detroit was a rich forest. Michigan’s lumber
boom in the 1890’s made more money than the
California gold rush and essentially financed the
industrial rise of Detroit in the 20th century. Post
1950 in the modern city of Detroit, there was a
strong parallel between the decline of population
and the wiping out of much of the cities trees by
the Dutch Elm Disease suggesting that trees have
always been linked to the cultural history of Detroit.

Detroit: Rise and Fall
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Detroit recorgnized as an American City

Key Events

1820

200,000

Renewal of Detroit
(Top)
Detroit emerged as the “Capital of the Twentieth Century.”, as one of the most modern cities
in the world. Its sharp rise was built on a single
model of production- the automotive industry and
the Fordist assembly line. The history of modernity was written in Detroit. Since the height of its
population in 1950, Detroit has lost almost half of
its population. The decline of Detroit is a complicated matter with a lot of factors contributing to
it. We mapped out a timeline of major events (top)
that highlight economic, political, geographical
aspects to understand how these factor came
into play. No one thing can be blamed for the
state that we find Detroit in, so we acknowledge
that any future proposals must take into account
various perspectives.

(Top opposite)

We are critical of the current narrative that is
emerging out of Detroit claiming that it is going
Formal Urban Renewal through a “Renaissance”. In tracking theInformal
Urban Renew
revitalization projects carried out by the city and
developers, we derive that this is a dangerous
narrative that primarily favors the gentrification of
Lafayette Park : 1959
downtown and midtown and does not acknowl“Forget what you
think you know about this edge challenges of the neighborhoods of Detroit.
Renaissance Center opens. Mayor Youngs initiative to revive downtown: 1977
place. Detroit is the most relevant city in the Unit- There is also an incredible rise of people taking
ed States” - Jerry Herron, Stalking Detroit
matters into their own
inProject
these forgotten
1986: hands
Heidelberg
neighborhoods of Detroit, giving rise to creative
1997:urbanisms.
Earthworks Urban Farm
solutions and informal

Detroit International Riverfront. Tourist center and land mark : 2001

Campus Martius : 2004
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2005: Demolition Detroit

Formal Urban Renewal

Informal Urban Renewal

Lafayette Park : 1959

Renaissance Center opens. Mayor Youngs initiative to revive downtown: 1977
1986: Heidelberg Project
1997: Earthworks Urban Farm

Detroit International Riverfront. Tourist center and land mark : 2001

Campus Martius : 2004
2005: Demolition Detroit
Michigan Turnaround Plan : 2009

1001 Woodward : 2007

The Dequindre Cut Greenway : 2009

Westin Book-Cadillac : 2008

2009: The Lot
2009: Power House

East side urban agriculture development by Hantz Farms : 2009
New Center revitalization. Led by Henry Ford Health System : 2010

2010: Detroit Future City introduces The Strategic Framework
2011: Lincoln Street Art Park

David Broderick Tower : 2012
The District Detroit Plan . Little Ceasars Arena and other sites downtown and midtown : 2014
Q line(originally M-1 Rail) Street car construction : 2014
Alden Park Towers, Riverfront Towers, The Albert, David Whitney Building : 2014

2015: Field Guide to working with Lots- DFC

Give a Park, Get a Park Design competition.(City of Detroit) : 2017
West Riverfront Park Design competition : 2017
DIA Plaza and Midtown Cultural Connections : 2018
Detroit Fitzgerald neighborhood revitalization project ( $4 million) : 2018

(Left)
We tried to understand how top down and bottom up systems work in Detroit (side). Our main
understanding was that top down players like
the city, land bank and developers are driven by
economic capital and bottom up non-profits and
communities are driven by social capital. Top
down succeed in providing structure and bottom
up is successful in engaging and activating the
community.Our project seeks to take cue from
practices like Estudio Cruz that place themselves
as the mediator and design framework and systems along with architecture.

re-TREEting DETROIT
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R E S E A RC H

Data Source : University of Detroit Mercy

(Top)

(Opposite)

Detroit poses as a more complicated challenge
as we have to deal with its overwhelming scale.
We wanted to understand the scale of the city.
Detroit fits 3 cities even though the population of
Detroit is only a third of the total population of
Manhattan, Boston, and San Francisco.

The red area in this map indicates a higher percentage of vacancy by block. This shows how uneven the urban topography of the city is. Detroit
is already retreating in a way. The city is a mix of
high density and extremely low density areas. Vacancy in Detroit puts immense strain on the city
to maintain it.

The total area of vacant land in Detroit is about 20
square miles, for scale, thats approximately the
size of Manhattan.

Vacancy exists in the absence of economic investments which affects the remaining residents
in the neighborhoods in form of high crime rates,
lack of quality in education, healthcare, mental
health, lack of access to healthy food and economic opportunity.
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Source : Robert Linn
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The majority of the vacant lands in Detroit are
owned by the Detroit Land Bank Authority, a
quasi government entity . The DLBA is a public
authority that owns and maintains approximately
100,000 parcels of land, making them the largest
landowners in the city. They operate through multiple programs to reduce the amount of vacant
land in public ownership. One of the methods
that they use to sell property are through side lot
programs. Side lot programs are favorable for
any homeowner who lives adjacent to a vacant
property. Side lots are available for a fixed price
of $100, making them an affordable alternative to
increasing property size. The benefit of the side
lot program is that it encourages the community
to purchase the land and maintain it, while also
increasing taxable land for the government. Side
lots are often converted into urban farms orBrightmoor
used
as a spatial extension of an existing backyard.

However, not everyone is interested in purchasing
and using a side lot and a majority of the vacant
land that are not side lots are still held by the
DLBA. The DLBA is restricted by the city in the
selling of this land unless there is a plan for development, which is rare in the current economic
condition of Detroit. The city’s primary interest
is to gain revenue from these properties as it is
just recovering from bankruptcy. 200 parcels of
land was sold to a developer for The Fitzgerald
Revitalization Project, a public and private collaboration. The 42 million dollar project is unlikely to
be replicated.

DLBA Vacant Lots
DLBA Side Lots

Data Source : City of Detroit

(Opposite)

(Following pages)

When we visited Detroit we found it important to
breakdown the types of vacancy to get a better
understanding of what we are dealing with. Along
with the percentage of vacancy, we categorized
three general conditions of a block. The vacancy
types include blocks with houses that have been
demolished completely and nothing is left empty
lots, or the house still exists in bad condition that
need to be demolished and with lots that have
illegal dumping. Another typology of vacancy is
when there are mostly vacant houses, that are in
bad condition or boarded up. Undersanding current block conditions help us propose new block
typoligies

We used the timeline tool in Google Street maps
to make a series of certain blocks overtime that
had fallen into negligence. It was interesting to us
that when left alone, the vacant lots and houses
started getting taken over by nature and building
their own ecologies within them.
This allows us to think of voids not as empty
spaces but rather landscapes holding their own
ecologies and characteristics. As recorded in our
google street view time lapses, we start to observe nature already reclaiming the voids in the
city.
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Source: Google Street Maps
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Source: Google Street Maps
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Source: Google Street Maps
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Source: Google Street Maps
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Source: Google Street Maps
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Source: Google Street Maps
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(Top)

(Opposite)

(Following pages)

We looked at the native species in the area to
catalog and study them. All of these trees are
commercially grown and would be able to be fully
grown in about 50 years. They also have productive value so over time the city and its residents
get to reap its benefits in material as well as aesthetic and environmental terms.

We decided to focus on the Brightmoor neighborhood in Detroit. Located on the western edge of
the city it is an example of a high vacancy neighborhood left behind in the narrative of a Detroit
Renaissance. It is also of interest to us that Brightmoor is next to the rouge river and includes a natural park.

Our breakdown and analysis of the existing logic
of the city helped us inform a new one:
Besides the park, other civic programs are few
and scattered. Keeping the shortage of civic
spaces in mind, we propose larger landscapes.
Overall there is a separation of programs like
housing, industry and commercial which we seek
to diversify and integrate. We pay attention and
propose to preserve certain aspects of the existing as it strongly influences the contextual logic like the river running north to south, areas of
dense housing, and the major roads connecting
to the rest of Detroit.
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Source: Google Maps
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Public Programs

24

Industrial
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Commercial
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P RO D U C T I O N

The end proposal is a framework that lends itself
to versitility and flexibility while allowing nature to
establish its own agency in the intentional voids
of the city. In our thesis the voids in-between
neighborhoods are then allowed to be spaces of
regeneration for communities within Detroit and
greater ecologies. We contend that retreating
creates more opportunity for a healthier standard
of living, by helping stitch sparse neighborhoods
back together. We explore this at the scale of the
neighborhood, block and zoom back out to the
scale of the city. A city like Detroit benefits from
its existing boundaries being pushed to a point of
programmatic flexibility that will allow the city to
adapt itself, over time, to a changing socio-political environment.

(Top)
In the existing condition, the Detroit Land Bank
Authority, holds ownership over most of the city’s
vacant properties, which we imagine can be redistributed to multiple parties including residents
and investors that start to reconfigure the land
over time under the framework and guidance of
the city, which ultimately results in versatile conditions. The mai idea is to have publically owned
privately maintained land that would eventually
benefit all parties in different ways.
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(Opposite)
This rough timeline shows how we imagine the
forest to grow in the nieghborhood in phases. The
exisiting natural park already connects the graveyard up north to the golfcourse in the south. Over
time the forests would be strategically planted
and grown in areas of highest vacancy as the rest
of the neighborhood reorganized and moves to
denter nodes. We also imagine small farms and
parks helps us negotiate the edge between the
forest and the city.

Initial conceptual timeline of growth

re-TREEting DETROIT
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(Top)

(Opposite)

(Following pages)

We propose a new north-south zone that is influenced by the existing condition of the park
and the river. The neighborhood transitions from
a forested area to a dense housing area. Much
of the dense forest grows out of an existing forest. However, the new forests and tree farms we
propose are where areas of high vacancy used
to be. These strips are an organizational logic,
each having its own characteristic, and therefore
diversifying some of the landscape. This type of
zoning is not an absolute strategy as it allows for
exceptions and overlaps of programs.

Zones with heavy voids and therefore more landscape lend themselves to civic use and an introduction to public activities. Areas with housing
and farming are more private.

The grid becomes something we need to reconfigure as we move forward to strategically reorganize and decommission parts of the city. In its
current state, we have the main roads in a one
square mile grid, acting as a primary grid, with
the secondary grid making up the long narrow
city blocks. We keep the primary grid as is. The
secondary grid creates an additional level of hierarchy. As we grow over and decommission parts
of the neighborhood, certain roads that we leave
become main means of connection between areas. Areas of housing and small scale farming keep
the tertiary grid intact. We imagine the result to be
a diverse integrated landscape that infiltrates into
the city and creates density through reduction. At
this scale of the neighborhood, the framework is
informed by a highly contextual logic.
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Civil

Private

Civil

Private

Civil/ Private
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Primary Grid

34

Secondary Grid
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Tertiary Grid

36

Diagram of new land use

Industrial
Industrial
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Commercial
Commercial
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As we look at the scale of the blocks we see more
opportunity for flexibility. After understanding the
nuances of the interactions between forests,
farms, commercial, residential and civic spaces,
we designed a catalog of possible typologies of
blocks that explore various relationships between
them.
Some blocks in the catalog are heavily landscape
driven, shaping and programming the “voids”.
The options presented in the catalog only demonstrate some possible spatial scenarios.
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This leads us to speculate on scenarios of new
typologies of residential blocks that weave in
public spaces. We speculate on how an existing
block may adapt over time to fit the catalogTo
create more civic life we introduce new programs,
like markets, outdoor amphitheaters, and playgrounds. At times we start to rework the treatment and divisions of the lots to frame the voids
and allow for new opportunities.By redesigning
the voids, each block develops its own pattern
of inhabitance, transitioning between nature and
urban programs.

Existing Condition
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Existing Condition

Stage 1

Stage 2
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Existing Condition
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Existing Condition

Stage 1

Stage 2
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Existing Condition
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Existing Condition

Stage 1

Stage 2
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New Mixed Use Blocks

48

New Shared Landscapes
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New Civil Blocks
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We imagine this scheme applied at a larger scale
than simply Brightmoor. Other high vacancy
neighborhoods proliferate the city that urge similar interventions which have the potential of forming a larger network of ecosystems. The natural
landscape, initially introduced and curated to an
urban fabric becomes part of the healing of the
city. What began as voids now establish their own
agency as ecologies, and shape the city’s cultural
landscape.
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